
HEI ICI Call 2019 Questions & Answers 
 

PARTNERSHIP 
 

Are multi-country projects eligible, targeting more than one developing country?  

Yes, this is possible, as long as you have at least one HEI from each partner country.  

Is Aalto University Executive Education eligible as an applicant? 

Yes, since AEE is part of the Aalto University that has right to offer degrees. However, Aalto University has 

to sign the formal HEI ICI project proposal.  

Are other Finnish educational institutions eligible, even if they are not higher education institution?   

Yes, you may include vocational or adult education institutions, provided that you fulfil the minimum 

number of HEIs required. Collaboration with other educational institutions is allowed through sub-

contracting, when they contribute with a role, competence or expertise that is not available within the HEI 

partners and when this is needed to achieve the aim of the planned project. 

Is it possible that one institution prepares/is involved in more than one HEI ICI application? 

Yes, there are no limits on how many HEI ICI project proposals one institution can prepare or be involved in.  

Are private sector partners (companies), in Finland or in south, eligible partners?  

Yes, through sub-contracting there can also be other partners than HEIs involved.  

In several southern countries, the teacher training is provided by teacher training colleagues that offer 

diplomas for teachers. These might not be higher education institutions as such. The HEI ICI programme 

documents states that eligible partners can be universities, universities of applied sciences or their 

equivalents, that have the right to award higher education degrees, or teacher training colleges. Does 

this mean that a college that offers diplomas is eligible partner? 

Yes, also teacher trainings colleges are eligible partners.  

The project period is maximum 4 years. Is it possible to have a shorter project period (e.g. three years) 

instead? 

Yes, it is possible. 

Can the partner be newly established Higher Education Institution which will start its operations during 

the HEI ICI programme period? 

At least the main partner should be already established Higher Education Institution. An institution that is 

not operational yet could be an additional partner.  

In the project proposal section B “Expected other partners to be involved through subcontracting”, 

should the applicant already have contracts/agreement with the possible non-academic partners as with 

HEIs? Moreover, at section C “Relevance and complementarity ja Quality of partnership”, how to 

describe non-academic partners here? Should we tender the possible companies first? 



The coordinating Finnish HEI is responsible for the possible tendering process and it should follow 

institution’s processes. For the application, the possible non-academic partners are to be described but no 

official commitment nor contracts are required. Applicants can describe the possible stage of the 

negotiations/interest with the non-academic partners.   

Within last years in Finland, some of the Universities and Universities of applied sciences have merged 

into one Higher Education institution in administrative terms. Is it possible for such HEIs to be partners in 

the same project (other one operating as a coordinator and another as a partner) even if they belong to 

the same consortium? 

Yes, both HEIs are still independent organizations with separate taxation numbers. They can partner in the 

same project.  

 

THEMATIC PRIORITIES 
 

Related to strengthening the TVET Teacher Education as part of the thematic priority “Solving the 

learning crisis”, some TVET providers are not vocational institutions but NGOs, are they eligible as target 

organizations for the teacher training? 

Yes, they are eligible as long as the main partner is a Higher Education Institution, and as long as capacity 

building is also taking place within the HEI. 

Apparently the HEI ICI programme does not require that the extent of the courses to be developed and 
approved should be similar and integrated into the European ECTS system, but rather that they should be 
equivalent to the workload of 5 ECTS?  

This is correct. The extent of the local course should respond to the similar work load as 5 ECTS, no direct 

integration into the European credit transfer system is required.  

Is it possible to have a cross-disciplinary project so that the project contributes to more than one eligible 

themes, e.g. solving the learning crises and Climate change? 

Yes, the project can focus on one or several of the three eligible themes. 

 

 

FINANCIES 
 

Can staff time (costs) used for project-related tasks be counted as self-financing?  

Yes, staff time used by academics, administrative or other staff can be calculated as part of self-financing 

and will have to be monitored during the project implementation.  

Can the self-financing be in-kind or cash contribution and can private companies contribute to the self-

financing? 

The self-financing part can include in-kind or cash contributions or both. Projects can use HEIs own basic 

funding and/or private funding to cover the self-financing costs. HEIs need to keep record on their self-

financing share and it needs to be traceable and verified.  



Can costs of guest lecturing or dissemination activities by non-academic partners be included in the HEI 

ICI budget?  

Yes, cooperation with relevant non-academic stakeholders in encouraged and costs related to their 

activities can be included in the budget, as part of sub-contracting.  

How much funds can be allocated for e.g. sub-contractors? 

There is no defined limit for how much money can be allocated for sub-contractors. However, only 

necessary services for the implementation of the project are allowed when they are relevant in order to 

achieve the results envisaged. 

Is the HEI ICI funding divided equally between the eligible themes so that there are certain funding 

allocations for each theme? 

No, the available funding is not divided between the themes but there is one funding for all the themes.  

Are the project costs arising from publications eligible? 

HEI ICI programme 2020-2024 does not fund research and thus, publications as such are non-eligible. 

However, in some cases, if necessary for the expected results (that are in line with programme outcome), 

publications could be eligible, but this would require well defined arguments and the publication should 

benefit the students and be accessible for them. Thus, an academic publication and e.g. presenting the 

results in a conference, is not eligible.  

How the salaries of southern partner HEIs should be defined and how much can be allocated for salaries? 

Both in Finland and partner countries salaries need to be based on actual working time, and must be based 

on working time records. Salary top-ups should be avoided. There are no limits on how much can be 

allocated for salaries, but clearly working hours/salaries must be justified. 

What is the role and responsibility of the Finnish coordinating HEI on the financial use/management of 

the southern partners? 

The recipient (Finnish Coordinating HEI) is fully responsible for any difficulties, claims and other 

consequences arising from the use of the funds. The recipient is fully accountable to the Ministry for 

Foreign Affairs for the appropriate use of the funds, including the extent to which funds have been 

transferred to the partners.  

Can the southern partners invoice EDUFI or does the funds go through the coordinator institution? 

The funds go trough the coordinating HEI, southern partners cannot directly invoice EDUFI.  

In the Project Proposal attachment does the point A4 (The total amount of state grant applied (applicant 

and partners are committed to provide 20 % of own financing in addition to state grant) mean that the 

applicant should mark the state grant applied or the total project funding including self-financing?  

 
At the first stage an applicant should only write to the project proposal the state aid amount applied. At the 

second state a more detailed budget will be submitted that will include the self-financing share (20 %).  

 

Does the available funding per year mean that the project budget should follow the state aid annual 

percentages?   

No, HEIs are flexible to make the annual budgets within the limits of granted MFA funding, but must be 

aware of the available funding per year. This does not mean that the annual budgets must be made 



according to the percentages, but these are the max. annual funding HEIs can invoice from EDUFI. In other 

words, HEIs invoice the costs from EDUFI retrospectively. 

 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

Concerning the evaluation criteria 4. (The quality of partnership), how to define southern HEIs that are 

“smaller, less advanced, less-resourced partners, less experience of international cooperation”? In other 

words, to what should we compare their status? 

This is related to an idea that not all funding would go to the big, already well-resourced national 

universities but so that the partnership could include also smaller and less experienced partners who would 

advance from this kind of cooperation and capacity building. This is however only one criterium among 

others and national strategies and priorities should be followed.  

Related to evaluation criteria 3 “Relevance and complementarity”, does the partner country and partner 

country institutions refer to southern partners, Finnish partners or both?  

Those refer to southern partners. 

The indicator for long-term expected impact states that:  The benefit to students measured in terms of 

passed new training (total number of students who have passed at least education equivalent to 5 ETCS). 

What does 5 ETCS and new training mean in practice? During the project phase, the impact of the project 

measured in new trainings equivalent to 5 ETCS might stay modest. 

The indicator refers to new and renewed trainings equivalent to 5 ECTS. The outcome indicator defines this 

more clearly:  

Number of faculties, schools or equivalent in the partner universities where capacity building process 

(curriculum updating, pedagogical updating, a training package equivalent to 5 ECTS credits, administrative 

upgrading etc.) has been finalized and approved by the university administration. 

While the project might not reach the impact level during the project period, this is an expected target that 

all projects should aim at. Projects should also have project specific results-framework that however must 

be in line with programme level outcome and impact.  

  

What does the term institutional risk at evaluation criteria 2 refer to?  

These refer to risks to donors, e.g., security risks, reputational risks, risks to the national politics etc. For 

more information, please read: 

https://um.fi/documents/35732/48132/results_based_management__rbm__in_finland_s_development_c

ooperation#search=%22programmatic+risk%22 

Concerning the Evaluation criteria 3 and thematic networking, what does this mean in practice?  

Thematic networking refers to professional/academic cooperation i.e. at the same academic field of 

expertise. The applicants are requested to describe the wider benefits of the partnership arrangements. 

Concerning the evaluation criteria 3. “Relevance and complementarity”, what does the potential benefit 

for commercial team Finland work mean in practice?  

https://um.fi/documents/35732/48132/results_based_management__rbm__in_finland_s_development_cooperation#search=%22programmatic+risk%22
https://um.fi/documents/35732/48132/results_based_management__rbm__in_finland_s_development_cooperation#search=%22programmatic+risk%22


This refers to enhancing the political coherence at all fields of cooperation in partner countries. For 

instance does and how does the project complete other forms of cooperation in partner countries or could 

the project have potential for educational export after the project period. 

 

PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM 
 

To what does the date of the project proposal at section B refer to? 

Date of the proposal refers to the date at the section A (7.  paragraph).  It can be any date depending on 

when the proposal has been prepared. When the legal representative of the HEIs is signing the 

commitment, they should refer to the date as stated in the section A. By this way it can be ensured that all 

project partners are committed to the specific application.  


